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DUSTER EXTREME SE, AN UPMARKET
MODEL FEATURING EXCLUSIVE STYLING
• The 2022 special edition Duster Extreme SE comes with exclusive features and styling.
• Orders will be taken in France from 6 January 2022, with prices starting from €19,800.

DUSTER EXTREME SE, AN EXCLUSIVE SPECIAL EDITION MODEL FOR 2022
Dacia is starting the year in style with its special edition Duster Extreme SE.
Based on the Prestige trim level, the special edition Duster Extreme SE comes with exclusive styling and a wide range of
features.
Exterior styling cues include orange detailing on the front grille, rear-view mirror housings, roof rails and boot lid, as well
as exclusive black-painted aluminium rims.
The interior boasts orange stitching on the plastic-coated upholstery, as well as orange detailing on the air vents, front
centre armrest, door panels and low centre console.
The special edition Duster Extreme SE comes with all the Prestige trim’s standard features (including automatic
air conditioning, the Media Nav Evolution infotainment system with an 8-inch touchscreen, and a high centre console…)
and adds keyless entry card, two USB ports for rear passengers and a multi-view camera system.
Duster Extreme is available in France in a unique 100% new and 100% exclusive colour: Urban Grey.

THE DUSTER EXTREME SE, AN EXCLUSIVE SPECIAL EDITION MODEL WITH
DACIA’S HALLMARK AFFORDABILITY
French prices for special edition Duster Extreme SE models with a bi-fuel petrol/LPG ECO-G 100 engine start from €19,800.
Orders will be taken in France from 6 January 2022.
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STANDARD FEATURES

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Duster Prestige
✓
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✓
✓
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DUSTER
EXTREME SE

✓

Automatic air conditioning
Blind spot warning
Rear-view camera
Fog lights
Rear Parking sensors
Soft-feel steering wheel
Cruise control
Electrically adjustable and heated door mirrors
Media Nav Evolution infotainment system with an 8-inch touchscreen +
wi-fi smartphone mirroring + 2 front USB ports
High centre console with wide armrest

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Multi-view camera system
Keyless entry card
2 USB ports for rear passengers
Exclusive shade Urban Grey
Exclusive black-painted aluminium rims

•
•
•

Heated seats
€200
Spare wheel
€200
Western Europe maps
€100

+

PRICES FOR
FRANCE

POWER TRAIN

PRICES

ECO-G 100
6-speed manual
gearbox

€19,800 including VAT

Petrol/LPG

TCe 130

€21,600 including VAT

Petrol

DUSTER
EXTREME SE

EDC automatic
gearbox with dual
clutch

TCe 150

6-speed manual
gearbox

Blue dCi 115

4x2
€23,900 including VAT

Petrol

Diesel

€22,100 including VAT
4x4

€24,400 including VAT
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ABOUT DACIA

Born in 1968 then launched from 2004 all across Europe and Mediterranean countries, Dacia has always offered the best value for
money cars, by constantly redefining the essentials. As a game-changer, Dacia proposes simple, multi-purpose, reliable cars in tune
with its customers lifestyles. Dacia models became a reference on the market: Logan, the brand-new car at the price of a used one;
Sandero, the most sold car to European private customers; Duster, the most affordable SUV; Spring, the champion of the accessible
electric mobility in Europe. Dacia is a Renault Group brand, present in 44 countries. Since 2004, Dacia has sold more than 7,5 million
vehicles.

